ARCHITECTURAL ABBREVIATIONS

GDR: GUARD RAIL
GEN: GENERAL OR GENERATOR
GFRC: GLASS–FIBER–REINFORCED CONCRETE
GFRG: GLASS–FIBER–REINFORCED GYPSUM
GFRP: GLASS–FIBER–REINFORCED PLASTIC
GI: GALVANIZED IRON
GL: GLASS
GL BLK: GLASS BLOCK
GLU LAM: GLUED LAMINATED WOOD
GR FL: GROUND FLOOR
GRAN: GRANITE
GRTG: GRATING
GSB: GYPSUM SHEATHING BOARD
GSM: GALVANIZED SHEET METAL
GSU: GLAZED STRUCTURAL UNIT
GT: GROUT
GUAR: GUARANTEE
GUT: CUTTER
GYP: GYPSUM
GYP BD: GYPSUM BOARD
GYP PLAS: GYPSUM PLASTER

H: HIGH
H PLAM: HIGH PRESSURE PLASTIC LAMINATE
HAZ MAT: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
HB: HOSE BIBB
HC: HOLLOW CORE
HCWD: HOLLOW CORE WOOD DOOR
HDBD: HARDBOARD
HDNR: HARDENER
HDO: HIGH DENSITY OVERLAY
HDR: HEADER
HDW: HARDWARE
HDWD: HARDWOOD
HEPA: HIGH EFFICIENCY PARTICULATE AIR (FILTER)
HEX: HEXAGON
HF: HIGH FREQUENCY
HCR: HANGER
HM: HECTOMETER
HM: HOLLOW METAL